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Abstract  

 

Image processing becomes one of the most important demands, requisites and exigencies in the 

20th century, because of its usages in many and different parts of habitats and customs, so the 

enhanced image represents the main issue for scientists and researchers, where little methods, 

devices and programs were existing. According to this, our study was significantly concerned 

with the image processing; namely, the living cell imaged using different lenses on the confocal 

microscopy. The microscope was designed very well to give perfect resolution imaged taken from 

different situation (angles) and different lenses with the magnification (X = 40, 100 and 160) 

and various light sources (white light, laser red, laser blue, and laser green). From the results 

conducted and achieved it's clear that the lens with magnification 100 and near wavelength light 

color gives more information about the living cell (object). The histograms confirm vigorously 

these results, so this could solve and enhanced the resolution image in multi disciplines, scopes 

and avenues. 
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processing. 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Digital image processing is defined as a mathematical manipulation of an information 

image to modify or improve it in some way. Interminably, using of computers to deploy and 

disseminate a digital image (i.e., digital image processing) was something achieved by a single 

moderated slight cluster of experts who has an admission to those equipment exclusively [1]. 

Typically, and widely, this grouping of specialists and equipment’s were only creating and 

modelling them with their highly perseverance investigations in labs, and so the arena of digital 

image processing has its origins in the academic monarchy. Nowadays, however, the grouping of 

an influential computer on each desktop and the detail that closely everybody has some kind of 

device for digital image gaining. Therefore, a cell phone camera, digital camera, or scanner, has 

occasioned in an overabundance of digital images and, with that, the great numerous and huge 

digital image processing has been developed as combined as expression processing [2, 3]. 

It was renowned that several years back the photo's digitizing and their redeemable to a 

file on a computer was an inefficient duty. This is perhaps, stiff to imagine, assumed today’s 

prevailing hardware and operating system level provision for all sorts of digital broadcasting, but 
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it is continuously sobering to reminisce that “personal” computers in the initial 1990s were not 

powerful adequate to even load bent on principal nostalgia a single image from a distinguishing 

digital camera presently. At the present influential hardware and software packages ought to 

prepare it possible intended for amateurs to use digital images and videos fair as simply as 

specialists [4, 5]. 

Altogether, of these growths, must affect in a large community that works productively 

with digital images though consuming only an elementary sympathetic of the fundamental 

mechanics. Aimed at the characteristic consumer, just deficient to generate a digital store of 

vacation photos, a profounder understanding is not obligatory, just as a deep understanding of the 

burning engine is needless to effectively drive a car [6, 7]. 

In the present day, IT experts necessity be additional than solely acquainted with digital 

image processing. They are predictable to be able to intelligently operate images and associated 

digital media, which are progressively significant part of the workflow not only of those elaborate 

in medicine and the media but all manufacturing. In the similar way, software engineers and 

computer scientists are gradually challenged with unindustrialized programs, databases, and 

related systems that must properly contract through digital images [7]. 

Histograms are rummage-sale to portray image statistics in a simply understood visual 

setup. With a histogram, it is laid-back to determine certain types of problems in an image, for 

example, it is modest to accomplish it if an image is correctly exposed by visual examination of 

its histogram [8, 9]. 

Actually, histograms are so important, impressed and valuable that modern digital cameras 

regularly deliver a real-time histogram connection on the viewfinder to assistance avoid 

captivating poorly exposed pictures. It is more significant to fastening faults similar to the image 

imprisonment stage since poor exposure consequences in an enduring beating of data, which it is 

not conceivable to recuperate far along by means of image-processing techniques [10, 11]. 

Furthermore, to their practicality throughout image capture, histograms are also rummage-sale 

later to recover the visual form of an image and as a “forensic” tool for defining what sort of 

dispensation has formerly been useful to an image [12-14]. While referring and mentioning to 

histograms of color images, characteristically what is intended is a histogram of the image 

strength (luminance) or of the separate color channels. Both of these alternatives are consolidated 

and reinforced by almost each image-processing request and are used to empirically evaluate the 

image excellence, especially straight after image gaining [15, 16, 17]. 

 

Experimental part 

 
The object was chosen from the department of biology faculty of Science and Technology 

ALneelain University as a living cell (green plant sample). The confocal microscopy was 

modified very well to give an obvious image from different situation of (angles). Then the sample 

(object) was put intentionally and carefully in front of the modified confocal microscopy, after 

that the image was taken using a CCD camera with different lenses and different lights. The 

images were next introduced to the origin lab program. And, then finally was analyzed with 

histogram. The results of modified confocal microscopy images compared with normal 

microscope images (reference). 

 

Results and Discussions 

 

It’s well-known that the image can be build up using point by point processing in confocal 

imaging system; this method is suitable and easy for the image to be digitized and processing. 

Moreover, in confocal system the image of any object providing a range of information which 

can be visualized an understanding three dimensions (3D). Here, a green plant sample was putting 

carefully in front of the modified confocal microscopy which have different lenses with the 
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magnification (X = 40, 100 and 160) and different lights (white light, laser red, laser blue, and 

laser green), and then, four green plant images were taken using a CCD camera. The results of 

modified confocal microscopy images compared with normal microscope images (reference).  

Accordingly, all the images taken were presented as in the following figures from Fig. (1) 

to Fig. (5).   

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The green light images of the plant microstructure at different magnifications:  

a1) X40; a2) X40 histogram, b1) X100; b2) X100 histogram, c1) X160; c2) X160 histogram 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The blue light images of the plant microstructure at different magnifications:  

a1) X40; a2) X40 histogram, b1) X100; b2) X100 histogram, c1) X160; c2) X160 histogram 
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Fig. 3. The red-light images of the plant microstructure at different magnifications:  

a1) X40; a2) X40 histogram, b1) X100; b2) X100 histogram, c1) X160; c2) X160 histogram 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The white light images of the plant microstructure at different magnifications: 

a1) X40; a2) X40 histogram, b1) X100; b2) X100 histogram, c1) X160; c2) X160 histogram 
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Fig. 5. The spectroscopy light images of the plant microstructure at different magnifications: 

a1) X40; a2) X40 histogram, b1) X100; b2) X100 histogram, c1) X160; c2) X160 histogram 

 

Fig (1) shows the green light of images, Fig (2) shows the blue light of images, Fig (3) 

shows the red light of images, Fig (4) shows the white light of images and Fig (5) shows the 

normal microscope images (reference) , all images that captured at same magnifications  (a=40, 

b=100 and c=160) magnifications. 

Then, all these images, from Fig (1) to Fig (4) were captured by modified microscopy and 

compared with Fig (5) that was captured by normal microscopy with 40, 100 and 160 

magnifications. Also, in all those, figures (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) lengths, were shown the processing 

the imaged using Origin program and histogram method, the image capturing and processing and 

compare between the imaged by the area under the curve and the sheep like (punchy; mutton) to 

know the fine accuracy and details of clear image. In Fig (1), the good image was shown, because 

the area under curve was bigger other images, and the shape of curve was so sharping than the 

others due to mechanism of image form (reflection). The other samples for all pictures were 

compared with normal microscope images (reference), it was found that the best result was Fig 

(1b), Fig (2b), Fig (1c), Fig (2c) respectively, this greatest result was achieved vigorously, by 

using the histogram method when, as well as, the area under the curve and the sheep of the curve 

together was simultaneously, calculated. Moreover, the clear image was taken when the lens 

magnification was 100. 

 
Conclusions 

 
It can be concluded that a set of five green plant images were taken by CCD camera with 

different lenses and different lights. Four images were captured by modified microscopy and 

compared with conventional image, by different light sources (white light, laser red, laser blue, 

and laser green light) in the same magnifications (40, 100 and 160). The images that captured by 

modified microscope best and clear than the normal microscope, so the modified microscope can 

be used to enhance image resolution.  
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